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The school management (from left to right in the photo):
Mike Weston, Head of School ISG 
Simone Hartholt, Deputy Head ISG and MYP coordinator 
Roel Scheepens, Rector Maartenscollege and ISG
Senta Schuurman, team leader mavo/havo 1-3 and mavo 4
Henk Meijer, team leader havo 4&5, vwo 5&6 until 15.10.21
Lydi Tillema, team leader havo/vwo 1-3 and vwo 4
Not in the photo:
Jan Willem Lentelink, interim team leader havo 4&5
Bouko Tiggelaar, interim team leader vwo 5&6

Dear students, dear parents/guardians,
 
This school guide contains information about our education, the 
organisation, care and support, finances, various activities, house 
rules and other practical matters.
Additional and the most up-to-date information can always be 
found on the website of our school: maartenscollege.nl. If you have 
any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Kind regards,
The school management

 > Between 13.00 and 14.00 hrs every day, there is a phone menu option  
to reach anyone of the team leaders directly.
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The school is run by Stichting Carmelcollege.

The school has a headmaster, the rector, who is integrally 
responsible for the Maartenscollege and the International 
School Groningen.

1. Organisation

Coördinator ISG DP

Team MH123, M4

Directeur ISG

Rector

Team ISG MYP Team H45, V56 Teamleider Huisvesting 
Facilitair en ICTTeam HV123, V4

Coordinator M4 Examensecretaris

mw. J. Jansma

mw. S. Schuurman

dhr. M. Weston

dhr. R. Scheepens

mw. S. Hartholt dhr. J.W. Lentelink
dehr. B. Tiggelaar

mw. I. Duivemanmw. L. Tillema

dhr. K. Karsten mw. A. Timmerman

Management Team

Administratie ISG Financiën Personeelszaken Servicepunt Kwaliteitszorg

mw. C. Howard mw. A. de Raaf mw. J. Reitsema Mw. M. Buls

Team ISG DP overig OOP 
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Timetable

Regular schedule

Lesson time Time

1 08.20 - 09.10

2 09.10 - 10.00

Break 10.00 - 10.20

3 10.20 - 11.10

4 11.10 - 12.00

Break 12.00 - 12.30

5 12.30 - 13.20

6 13.20 - 14.10

Break 14.10 - 14.20

7 14.20 - 15.10

8 15.10 - 16.00

9 1600 - 16.50

40-minute schedule

Lesson time Time

1 08.20 - 09.00

2 09.00 - 09.40

3 09.40 - 10.20

Break 10.20 - 10.40

4 10.40 - 11.20

5 11.20 - 12.00

6 12.00 - 12.40

Break 12.40 - 13.05

7 13.05 - 13.45

8 13.45 - 14.25

9 14.25 - 15.05

School holidays 

2021-2022

Type of holiday Holiday period

Autumn holiday 18 to 22 October 2021

Christmas Holidays 24 December 2021 to 7 January 2022

Spring break 21 to 25 February 2022

Easter 15 to 18 April 2022

May holiday 25 April to 6 May 2022

Ascension 26 and 27 May 2022

Pentecost 6 June 2022

Summer holiday 18 July to 26 August 2022
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Reporting absence

If you are unable to attend on a day, please request this in 
writing in advance from the team leader. In case of illness or 
a doctor’s visit, the school must be informed by one of the 
parents before 9.00 am.

There are two options for reporting an absence. 

1.) The f irst option is through Somtoday
When the parent logs into the ELO, the parent can report the 
student’s absence on the Absence tab. (“Afwezigheid”)

There are two reasons for absence: Medical (e.g. dentist, 
hospital visit) and sick.
Parents may also do this through the Somtoday app on their 
phones.
After saving the message, a confirmation message is sent to  
the parent’s email address. 

2.) Alternatively, parents may leave a message  
on the school’s answering machine
In this case, please ring the general school number 050-5375200 
and then choose option 1.

If you go home sick, always report to reception first. There 
you will contact one of your parents/carers. Only when they 
have given permission do you go home. In case of excessive 
absenteeism, the school doctor and/or the school attendance 
officer may be called in.
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The rector leads the school’s management team, which further 
consists of the team leaders and the Head of the International 
School. The Hemmenlaan location is organisationally divided 
into four teams, each with a team leader. The International 
School has one team leader in addition to its Head of School.

Het Maartens is a so-called inter-confessional 
school. This means that all religious beliefs 
are welcome. We ourselves do not adhere to 
any particular faith, but we do believe that 
knowledge is only half the story and that it 
is important to reflect together on the questions that are not 
always answered. We do this in the subject “life philosophy and 
social studies” but also as part of the other subjects.

We believe in education for a better world and that is why we 
are an International Baccalaureate (IB) World School. All our 
students first follow the IB Middle Years Programme bilingually 
in English and in Dutch. After that, they can move on to a mavo, 
havo or vwo diploma. At the International School Groningen, 
which is also part of Maartenscollege, they can also do the IB 
Diploma Programme entirely in English instead of vwo.

We want all students to have an unforgettable school 
experience. Taking responsibility for your own learning is 
paramount and you will receive appropriate guidance. Here you 
can be yourself, discover your own strengths and develop your 
talents. We expect a lot from you, but we do it together! 

IB Learner Profile

Students leave our school with more than just the diploma. 
They have been given a broad basis to function flexibly in 
this rapidly changing society. They have become critical and 
responsible world citizens with respect for themselves and 
others. They have developed confidence in their own strengths 
and have a strong moral compass. As an IB World School, we 
use the so-called “IB Learner Profile” as a guideline. We want to 
work on these ten characteristics every day in our education.

2. Identity
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IB Learner Profile 

1.  You are an inquirer 
• You keep asking.
• You try to find answers to the questions that occupy you. 

2.  You are knowledgeable
• You immerse yourself in important topics and issues that 

play a role in your life and in the lives of others. 
• You are aware of current developments.

3. You are a thinker
• You recognise problem situations. 
• You come up with your own ideas.

 
4. You are a communicator

• You work and communicate well with others. 
• You can express yourself with ease and confidence in 

more than one language. 

5. You are open minded 
• You appreciate other cultures. 
• You understand that life stories, norms and values of 

other people or groups can be different from yours and 
you show understanding and respect for that.

6. You are principled
• You have a great sense of justice. 
• You feel responsible for your actions and their 

consequences. 

7. You are caring 
• You are compassionate and have an eye for other people, 

their needs and feelings. 
• You make a positive contribution to the lives of others 

around you and feel responsible for your (learning) 
environment and nature. 

8. You are a risk taker
• You face challenges with confidence and are not afraid to 

make mistakes.
• You are resilient and can overcome setbacks.

9. You are balanced 
• You pursue health for yourself and for others around you. 
• You are nuanced and do not let others throw you off 

balance.

10. You are ref lective 
• You know where your strengths and weaknesses lie and 

how you can develop yourself. 
• You learn from your own experience and from that of 

others. 
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Essential to our approach in all year classes is:
• Students and teachers reflect on what they do.
• Students and teachers give each other feedback.
• Maartens employees show exemplary behaviour to students.

The MYP concept

We work with the MYP (Middle Years Programme), which 
puts student learning at the heart of the curriculum. It is an 
international programme, in which you learn to cooperate, to 
research and to present.

The MYP programme is strongly focused on developing skills 
that will be useful throughout your life, whether you are going to 
train for a vocational career at MBO or study at  university.

This is why in each subject you do not simply get a grade, but 
detailed assessments on four different subjects. We call these 
the assessment criteria. In each section (“Criterion”) you will 
receive support and practice to improve and we will always 
show you what you need to do to reach a higher level on that 
criterion.

3. Education

The skill areas developed and assessed are

skill categories skill clusters example

Communication I. Communication Listening well and summarising

Social II. Collaboration Resolving differences of opinion

Self-management III. Organization Planning your own work

IV. Affective Overcoming setbacks

V. Reflection Identifying areas for improvement

Research VI. Information literacy Evaluating sources of information

VII. Media literacy Digging deeper for more reliable information

Thinking VIII. Critical thinking Identifying similarities and differences

IX. Creative thinking Coming up with new ideas

X. Transfer Making connections
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MYP Assessment Criteria 

Subject Group  criterion A  criterion B criterion C  criterion D 

Language and literature  Analysing Organizing Producing text Using language 

Language acquisition  Listening  Reading  Speaking  Writing 

Individuals and societies  Knowing and understanding  Investigating  Communicating  Thinking critically  

Sciences 
 

Knowing and understanding  Inquiring and designing  Processing and evaluating  Reflecting on the impacts of 
science 

Mathematics 
 

Knowing and understanding  Investigating patterns  Communicating 
 

Applying mathematics in 
real-world contexts 

Arts   Knowing and understanding  Developing skills   Thinking creatively  Responding  

Physical and  health 
education 

Knowing and understanding  Planning for performance  Applying and performing  Reflecting and improving 
performance 

Design   Inquiring and analysing  Developing ideas   Creating the solution  Evaluating  

MYP projects Investigating Planning Taking action Reflecting  

Interdisciplinary   Disciplinary grounding  Synthesizing Communicating Reflecting  

In each section it is possible to perform at mavo, havo or vwo 
level or even higher. The highest achievement levels in the MYP 
are above vwo level.

In short: we offer a varied programme in which you can develop 
yourself, whatever your current level.

Our bilingual programme during the first three years is 
characterised by:
1. different subjects taught in English 
2. international exchange in year 3
3. meaningful learning in projects with open assignments
4. learning to research, cooperate and shape your ideas
5. always a choice for you in what you want to emphasise
6. always the connection with the real world
7. assessment on four different aspects
8. substantive feedback on your work
9. actively contributing to society through “service as action”.
10. a cross-curricular project at least once a year
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Timetable

The teaching tables for each department can be found on the 
website, under the heading ‘education’.

 > Go to https://maartenscollege.nl/onderwijs

Timetable for Grades 1-2-3 
The entire lower school in years 1 to 3 follows the International 
Baccalaureate Middle Years Programme in two variants:
• An MYP mavo/havo stream with about 10 lessons per week 

in English;
• An MYP havo/vwo stream with about 18 lessons per week in 

English. 

After year 3, students choose for mavo 4, havo 4 or bilingual 
vwo 4 (still MYP). 

After the bilingual-MYP-vwo4 year, students choose Dutch-
language vwo 5 and 6 or transfer to the ISG for the IB Diploma 
Programme, which is offered entirely in English.

ib DPib DP

tto mavo/havotto mavo/havotto mavo/havo

Leerjaar 1 Leerjaar 2 Leerjaar 3 Leerjaar 4 Leerjaar 6Leerjaar 5

mavo

tto vwo

vwovwo

tto havo/vwotto havo/vwotto havo/vwo

havohavo

https://maartenscollege.nl/onderwijs
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The curriculum in year 1
In year 1, there are 31 lessons per week including the Maartens 
Hour.  

Subjects in English in m/h 1 Subjects in English in h/f 1

English 4
Geography 2
Design 2
Music 1
Visual Arts 2
(total 11)

English 4
Geography 2
History 2
Design 2
Music 1
Visual Arts 2
Science 3
Physical and Health Education 3
(total 19)

Subjects in Dutch in m/h 1 Subjects in Dutch in h/f 1

Nederlands 3
Wiskunde 3
Geschiedenis 2
Levensbeschouwing en
maatschappijleer 1
Science 3
Frans 3
Bewegingsonderwijs 3
Mentorles 1
(total 19)

Nederlands 3
Wiskunde 3
Levensbeschouwing en
maatschappijleer 1
Frans 3
Mentorles 1
(total 11)

The class schedule in year 2
In year 2, there are again 31 lessons including the Maartens 
Hour. 

Subjects in English in m/h 
grade 2

Subjects in English in h/f year 
2

English 3
Geography 2
Design 2
Music 1
Beeldende vorming 2
Physical and Health Education 2
(totaal 12)

English 3
Geography 2
History 2
Design 2
Music 1
Visual Arts 2
Science 3
Physical and Health Education 2
(totaal 17)

Subjects in Dutch in m/h 2 Subjects in Dutch in h/f 2

Nederlands 3
Wiskunde 3
Geschiedenis 2
L & M 1
Science 3
Frans 2
Duits 3
Mentorles 1
(totaal 18)

Nederlands 3
Wiskunde 3
L & M 1
Frans 2
Duits 3
Mentorles 1
(total 13)

The Maartens Hour! 

During the Maartens Hour you can choose from extra support (planning and organising / Dutch / 
English / maths) or extra enrichment (choir, drama, art, extra sport, module giftedness, robotics, 
etc.). The maximum group size is smaller and the atmosphere is different because you are not 
working for a grade but for your own growth.
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The class schedule in year 3
In year 3, there are again 31 lessons. There is a new subject: 
economics. In mavo/havo 3 you will have three lessons per 
week in economics, because you will have to sit your final 
exams in it immediately in mavo 4. The science subject splits 
up into separate lessons for biology, chemistry and physics. All 
students in year 3 choose between Design, Visual Arts or Music. 
Students in mavo/havo 3 choose between French and German, 
while students in havo/vwo 3) take both French and German. 
In year 3, all students also do a Community Project. This is 
supervised during the mentor lessons.

In year 1 to 3 and in vwo 4 all students do at least one cross-
curricular project, the so-called Interdisciplinary Unit or IDU.

Timetable changes

Unfortunately, timetable changes are unavoidable. Please keep 
an eye on the website or the Zermelo app. There you will find 
the most up-to-date timetable. Especially for year one, we do 
our best to avoid unexpected gaps in the timetable.

If the teacher is absent, we schedule the first and last hours of 
the day for the students to arrive a little later or leave a little 
earlier. But in between, we try to prevent lesson cancellations as 
much as possible.
Every day, in addition to internal substitutions of colleagues for 
each other, we also deploy two students from KlasseStudent. 
Under supervision, the students then get to work on the work 
that has been set for them by their own subject teacher.

Subjects in English in m/h 
grade 3

Subjects in English in h/f year 3

English 3
Geography 2
Design / Visual Arts / Music 2
Physical and Health Education 2
(total 9)

English 3
Geography 2
History 2
Design / Visual Arts / Music 2
Physical and Health Education 2
Biology 2
Chemistry 2
Physics 2
(total 17)

Subjects in Dutch in m/h 3 Subjects in Dutch in h/f 3

Nederlands 3
Wiskunde 3
Geschiedenis 2
Natuurkunde 2
Scheikunde 2
Biologie 2
Economie 3
Frans of Duits 3
CKV 1
Mentorles 1
(total 22)

Nederlands 3
Wiskunde 3
Economie 2
Frans 2
Duits 3
Mentorles 1
(total 14)

 > A complete overview of the curriculum subjects offered in each year 
download here.

https://maartenscollege.nl/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Lessentabel-Maartenscollege-2021-2022.pdf
https://maartenscollege.nl/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Lessentabel-Maartenscollege-2021-2022.pdf
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Educational activities

You learn during the lessons, but also during the many 
activities.

Year 1
The first school week is all about getting to know your 
classmates, the school and your mentor. You make agreements 
with each other and with your mentor about the coming school 
year. You also start with your portfolio. In it you state what you 
would like to achieve at school, what you are looking forward to 
and what you think you need help with. In the week before the 
autumn break, all first-year classes go on camp.

Commemorate
Commemorating is a project for the third class. Some of the 
students study the history of the war years in the Dutch East 
Indies. They visualise their findings in an exhibition. Students 
in year 1 visit the exhibition and receive an explanation from the 
students in year 3.

The other group of students deals with the war years in our own 
country and Haren in particular. By bicycle, year 1 students go 
past the houses where these people lived and large plaques 
are placed with their photos. Year 3 students tell about this and 
there is the opportunity to ask questions. Not only our own 
students listen breathlessly to the stories, but also relatives and 
people from the village can share in this experience.

Debating
Learning with and from each other is also done by debating. 
All classes can participate in the annual debating competition, 
after which it is decided who can call himself the best debater. 
During this cross-curricular debate project of Dutch and L&M 
(Philosophy and Civics)) there is enthusiastic, substantive and 
sometimes fanatical debating.

Learning across borders 
Besides the traditional trips abroad to European destinations 
such as London, Berlin, Prague and Rome, our students do a lot 
more learning across borders..

Year 3 and 4 students go to Ypres (B) every year for three days 
to learn about the First World War. After returning home, they 
spend two days working on assignments and then present them 
to parents and other interested parties.

From Barcelona (Spain), a group of students and their 
supervisors visit us for a week every year.

‘The journey opens your eyes and your 
mind, it expands and gives you a different 
view of your own future’.

‘If this trip was a subject, then you would 
have to make it compulsory.’
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Every year, another group of students goes on a trip to a 
developing country. In recent years, this has been Zimbabwe. 
Not only to see what is going on in such a country, but also to 
realise that the choices you make here can make a difference. 
After the trip, the students present their experiences to others. 
This increases awareness.

 > Want to know more? Go to bothsidesnow.com

Educational Results Upper School

Due to the corona crisis and the temporary closure of schools, 
the central exam (CE) in 2020 did not take place. In the tables 
below, the central exam figures of school year 2019-2020 are 
therefore missing.

MAVO
The success rate in upper secondary schools is the percentage 
of students who complete mavo/havo 3 and mavo 4 without 
having to repeat any school year. In the mavo, the national 
standard is that at least 87% of the students should achieve this 
and then pass with an average of at least 6.18 on the Central 
Examination. 
At Maartens, almost all mavo students complete their final two 
years without delay.

School year Success in up-
per secondary 
school (norm: at 
least 87%)

CE marking 
MAVO
(norm: at least 
6.18))

Pass rate

2018-2019 85% 6,32 92,6%

2019-2020 98% * 100%

2020-2021 95% 6,07 95,4%

* Data for central final examinations 2019-2020 not available

‘Everyone who gets this chance learns to 
look at things differently.
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HAVO
In the havo, the national standard is that at least 81% of 
the students should be able to pass their final three years 
without delay , with an average of at least 6.25 on the Central 
Examination. At Maartens, havo students meet the national 
norm.

School year Upper secondary 
school success 
(norm: at least 
82%)

CE marking 
HAVO
(norm: at least 
6.25)

Pass rate

2018-2019 84% 6,35 91,8%

2019-2020 88% * 93,2%

2020-2021 81% 6,17 86,2%

* Data for central final examinations 2019-2020 not available

VWO
In the vwo, the national standard is that at least 82% of the 
students move from year 3 to the examination in one go and 
then pass it with an average of  
6.26 on the Central Examination. At Maartens, the vast majority 
of vwo students complete their final four years without delay.

School year Upper secondary 
school success
(norm: at least 
82%)

CE cijfer VWO
(norm: tenmin-
ste 6,26)

Pass rate

2018-2019 88% 6,44 89,6%

2019-2020 92% * 97,5%

2020-2021 90% 6,22 94,0%

* Data for central final examinations 2019-2020 not available

Educational results are also measured in junior grades.  
We look at two indicators:
• The “ speed” is the percentage of students who move from 

the first class to the third class without delay (no repetition).
• The “level” indicates the percentage of students in grade 

3 who are at a higher level than their primary school 
recommendation indicated. A positive percentage means that 
more students move up than move down.

Students at Maartens move on very quickly through the first two 
years (always above the norm) and on average they come out 
10% higher than their school recommendation indicated. We 
are proud of this.

Educational results after years 1 
and 2

School year Position at the start of 
year 3, in relation to 
advice PO
(norm: at least 0%)

Substructure speed 1-2 
(norm: at least 95%)

2018-2019 18% 96%

2019-2020 10% 98%

2020-2021 n.n.b. 97%

For a further overview of educational results, see Schools on the 
Map. There you will find information about the school’s inflow, 
through-flow and outflow, success rates, exam results and data 
on the appreciation of parents and students.

 > Want to know more?  
Go to https://scholenopdekaart.nl/Middelbare-scholen/887/
Maartenscollege/ and compare the results of different schools 
yourself

https://scholenopdekaart.nl/Middelbare-scholen/887/Maartenscollege/
https://scholenopdekaart.nl/Middelbare-scholen/887/Maartenscollege/
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Early School Leavers (ESL)

Early school leaving occurs when a student leaves school 
without a diploma that offers sufficient opportunities on the 
labour market. The start qualification is a diploma at the level 
of vwo, havo or mbo (mbo level 2). Because (frequent) school 
absenteeism increases the risk of early school leaving, the 
Maartenscollege has a clear absenteeism policy.

In the case of repeated unauthorised absence or frequent 
tardiness, we first speak to the student and parents concerned. 
Then we contact the school attendance officer.

The figure below shows a comparison of the drop-out rate of 
the Maartens College with the national figures in school year 
2015-2016, 2016-2017 and 2017-2018.

Fortunately, there are hardly any school drop-outs at Maartens.

In the case of early school leaving without a starting 
qualification, we are obliged to report the pupil to the Regional 
Reporting and Coordination Centre for Early School Leavers.

Early School Leaving (ESL)

2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 perfor-
mance 
standard

target 
standardnumber % vsv number % vsv number % vsv

substructure 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 1 0,26% 0,5% 0,1%

vmbo superstructure 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 0 0,00% 2,0% 1,0%

HAVO/VWO SUPPLY 2 0,33% 0 0,00% 1 0,26% 0,5% 0,1%

Total 2 0,11% 0 0,00% 2 0,22%
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Mentors

The mentor plays an essential role in guiding students. The 
mentor has regular meetings with students. You can think of an 
intake interview, a study progress interview or a future-oriented 
study choice interview, together with the parents. Students 
keep a portfolio that shows their progress. The mentor also 
supervises the class. The class agrees on group rules and sets 
goals together for the year. Based on the achieved group results, 
the mentor, together with the group, considers what is needed 
to improve the results.

Core teams

The school is divided into twelve core teams, each taking care 
of a number of classes. A core team consists of the mentors of 
those classes, one or two additional teachers, and a student 
coach.

Student coach (LECO)

The student coach is an additional support mentor who can 
take over for each mentor in the core team for some individual 
students who need extra support. 

Support Coordinator (OCO)

School-wide there are two support coordinators: Ilja Kamies 
and Darinka Verschoor. Together with the student coaches, they 
draw up a development perspective plan (OPP) for students 
with extra support needs and call in external expertise where 
necessary. The support coordinators, the student coaches and 
a remedial educationalist together form the Internal Support 
Team

4. Student Welfare
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Students support students (LOL)

Older students can also sometimes help if a student finds a 
particular subject difficult. We call that LOL: Students Support 
Students. The parent, student and school work together so that 
the student can achieve good results.

Student-mentor

The student mentors are students from higher classes who 
help the mentor. They enjoy helping newcomers to school find 
their way at Maartens. They make sure that new students feel at 
home quickly.

SOMtoday and ManageBac

Personal details, timetables and absence details for all students 
are available in Somtoday. For senior students, this is also the 
system where they can see their study plans and their grades.

In all MYP lessons, in addition to Somtoday, we also use the 
system ManageBac for all lesson planning, homework and 
reports. All activities for Service As Action, the Community 
Project and the Personal Project are also recorded in this 
system. ManageBac was specially designed for the International 
Baccalaureate programmes.

Parent evenings and mentor meetings

At Maartens we have various parent evenings. In September, 
at the beginning of the school year, there is a general parents’ 
evening for each year of study. Here, year-specific information is 
given and the parents can meet the mentor.
In December, the first mentor conference takes place following 
the first grade report. The mentor conference takes place before 
the report meetings so that the mentor first speaks with the 
student about his/her successes and goals/ambitions and then 
informs the teacher’s meeting about these during the report 
meeting. We deliberately do this in this order because we think 
it’s important that students take responsibility for their own 
learning process.
It is not we who tell the students what to do and how to do it, 
but they tell us what they want to achieve and who and what 
they need to achieve it. That is why we do the mentor meeting 
first and only then the report meeting.

A second contact moment in December is the ten minute 
conversation with the subject teacher. This is organised in lower 
and upper school.

In March/April, there are again mentor meetings and 10-minute 
subject conferences. For year three this is an important round, 
because in that year a profile is chosen. This profileis discussed 
during the mentor meeting in March/April.

We very much appreciate receiving the parents/carers and the 
students together at the mentor meetings and the ten minutes’ 
talks. We therefore assume that the students will come along.
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Help for students with dyslexia

Students with dyslexia are mainly supported by their subject 
teachers in class, who are advised by the support coordinator. 
Various arrangements are possible, such as extra time, 
modified assessment and laptop use. We can give advice 
on requesting and using audio books and Daisy players. For 
information or questions about these arrangements, please 
contact the support coordinator. The Maartenscollege follows 
the recommendations of the Protocol Dyslexia VO. The dyslexia 
policy can be found on our website.

 > More information?  
Go to https://maartenscollege.nl/ouders/huiswerk-en-ondersteuning/

 >

Privacy

The General Data Protection Regulation (AVG) regulates the 
processing of personal data. This law also applies to the data 
we record in the school’s pupil records. Students of 16 years 
and older must give their parents permission to view data that 
comes from the school, such as the information in the student 
monitoring system SOMtoday. The Maartenscollege assumes 
that this permission is given when signing the application form, 
unless a separate e-mail is sent to somtoday@maartens.nl.

The privacy regulations can be requested from the school 
management and are posted on the school website.

 > More information about privacy in education and AVG?  
Go to www.kennisnet.nl

Multiple-age students

With the coming of age, the relationship between the school 
and the parents changes. This mainly involves the following: the 
school sends invitations and reports to the adult student, the  
school adheres to the student’s decisions - of course within the 
school’s possibilities - and the adult students themselveshave 
to inform the school if they need to abstain from classes (e.g. 
doctor’s visits/sickness).

Inclusive Education

Maartenscollege is part of the partnership Passend Onderwijs 
Stad Groningen (City of Groningen Inclusive Education). 
The schools for secondary education in the municipalities of 
Groningen, Ten Boer, Haren and Zuidlaren work together to 
offer all students in the region inclusive education. Within 
the partnership agreements have been made about the basic 
support and extra support of the participating schools.

 > More information?  
Go to www.swv-vo2001.nl

Anti-Bullying Policy

We want everyone to feel safe and at home at Maartens. That 
is why we are alert to bullying. First and foremost, we want to 
prevent bullying. The mentor and the group have an important 
role in this. And if there is evidence of bullying behaviour, we 
deal with it immediately. We are proud that there is a lot of 
attention for this and that every year workshops are given to 
year 1 by means of interactive theatre.

http://www.kennisnet.nl
http://www.swv-vo2001.nl
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In our anti-bullying policy, we distinguish two tasks within the 
school. There must be a contact point where students and 
parents can report bullying. Also, someone has to coordinate 
the bullying policy at school. 

Contact point bullying
The confidential counsellors are the point of contact for 
undesirable behaviour, including bullying. The counsellors have 
the necessary skills and knowledge to take care of and guide 
students who are confronted with undesirable behaviour. Of 
course, students who feel they are being bullied can also report 
this to their mentor or to a teacher they trust, and often these 
cases also end up with the team leader. We find it important 
that students know they can always turn to someone.

The coordination of the anti-bullying policy is the responsibility 
of Lydi Tillema. As a member of the school management, she 
is responsible for developing school rules and agreements, 
including those concerning bullying. She ensures that school 
safety (and specifically bullying) is regularly on the agenda and 
that the school has an anti-bullying protocol.
The anti-harassment protocol can be downloaded from the 
website.

Confidential counsellors

It is important that there is a climate of security and trust at 
school. This climate should be there for the students but also 
for the staff. In an ideal world, we would not need to worry and 
together we would ensure that everyone in the community feels 
safe and secure. Unfortunately, we do not always live in an ideal 
world.

From time to time, there are situations in which it is necessary 
to consult someone who deals confidentially with our 
information. These are situations concerning insecurity, (sexual) 
harassment, violence, fears and more. It may then be necessary 
to tell your story and to confide in someone who can help you 
find solutions. Within our school we are the confidants who can 
and want to help you if necessary.

Sterre van der Laan Raoul Wilson
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We treat personal stories with discretion and integrity. So you 
need not fear that sensitive information will be disclosed. We 
also feel it is important to mention that we have the necessary 
(life) experience and have experienced enough to fill this 
position in good conscience.

There are two of us, so each person has the freedom to make 
a choice if necessary. Some issues may be better shared with 
a man, while other information may be better shared with a 
woman. 
We are at the school every day and we try to improve our 
skills and professionalism in our job by attending courses and 
training sessions.

If you have any questions or want to share information, please 
do not hesitate to speak to us.

Kind regards,
Sterre van der Laan, Raoul Wilson

 > Our e-mail addresses are:  
s.vanderlaan@maartens.nl and r.wilson@maartens.nl

Confidential inspector

If you have questions or complaints about sexual abuse and 
sexual harassment at school, you can turn to the school 
management or the confidential advisor, but also to the 
confidential inspector. This inspector can be reached at the 
Central Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment Hotline, which 
can be reached every working day at telephone number 0900-
1113111.

Whistleblower policy

The Whistleblower Regulations are intended for parents, 
students and employees who wish to report serious malpractice 
(or suspicions thereof based on reasonable grounds) involving 
the institutions/schools of Stichting Carmelcollege and the 
Executive Office.

According to the procedure described in the Whistleblower 
Regulations, suspected wrongdoing can be submitted to the 
Integrity Committee. The regulation is not meant for complaints 
of parents, students and employees that fall under the 
Complaints Committee and the Examination Appeals Board.

A suspicion of malpractice within the school can be forwarded 
to the Integrity Committee through the confidential counsellors 
(see above). If the suspicion of abuse concerns the confidential 
counsellors themselves, this can also be done via the school 
management.

mailto:r.wilson@maartens.nl?subject=
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Other external possibilities  
for advice and assistance
Help with bullying 
www.pestweb.nl 
030-2856617

Cyberbullying hotline
www.pestenislaf.nl

Child helpline
www.kindertelefoon.nl
Children and young people can call every day between 11 a.m. 
and 9 p.m. 
0800-0432

Internet usage
www.HoeZoMediawijs.nl
Support for parents in their children’s use of the Internet

Questions about education
www.oudersonderwijs.nl
Available on working days between 09.30 and 12.30 
0800-5010

Education Inspectorate 
www.onderwijsinspectie.nl 
0800-1400

Career guidance

Your career starts in secondary school. After graduating, you 
will either continue in some other form of secondary education, 
start a college course or go to university. Choosing well is 
therefore very important. This already starts in year 3 with the 
choice of profile.

In order to guide this choice process well, we pause several 
times to consider what choice is and what the student needs 
to make the right choice. Information about what is possible 
is needed, but we also challenge the students to take a critical 
look at themselves.

We call this whole process LOB (career orientation and 
guidance). Also in senior years, students are given the support 
and time they need to make a good choice for their further 
education.

Nowadays, almost all study programmes have a study choice 
check, in which you have to be able to explain your motivation. 
LOB helps to prepare for this. We use Qompas, a tool that can 
help students find their way through all the options.

The mentor keeps a finger on the pulse and guides the 
student in this. The deans are also available for an individual 
conversation. Finally, it is important to realise that this is not 
something the student does alone. School - in the form of the 
mentor and the dean - and parents help the students to choose 
well, so that everyone ends up where they fit best.

The deans are Wendy van Dijken (havo/vwo upper school), 
Rikste Hummel (havo/vwo lower school) and Karel Karsten 
(mavo).

http://www.pestweb.nl
http://www.pestenislaf.nl
http://www.kindertelefoon.nl
http://www.HoeZoMediawijs.nl
http://www.oudersonderwijs.nl
http://www.onderwijsinspectie.nl
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Homework Class

Three days a week, right after school, there is the possibility to 
join a homework class at school. The homework class lasts two 
hours and is supervised by students from the university.

The homework class includes both students who are good at 
languages and students who study science. This ensures that 
the students can be helped with all their questions. In addition, 
the students also ensure order in the classroom.

The homework class is not intended for tutoring specific 
students in one subject. The students can help the students 
with explanations, encourage them to work and answer 
questions.

There are costs associated with the homework class. Normally 
we have to charge 25 Euros per month for one day a week, 50 
Euros per month for two days a week and 75 Euros per month 
for three days a week. In 2021-2022, we can cover these costs 
with the National Programme for Education subsidy and 
therefore the own contribution will not be applicable this year!

The number of places is limited and registration (per period) 
is compulsory for the whole period. Attendance is registered. 
Registration is possible via Zermelo and parents will receive a 
separate invitation.

• Student RUG
• Monday, Tuesday and Thursday
• Room 2.70 here at school
• Times: 15.10-16.50 (8th and 9th period)

Spring and summer school

Want to retake a subject for which you failed and still pass? This 
is possible at the summer school. In this way we prevent a pupil 
who has just failed to pass from having to repeat a whole year. 
Students stay at school for ten extra days from
09.10 to 16.00.

Under the guidance of a study supervisor, the students work 
in small groups. In some cases, two subjects are brushed up 
on. To stimulate that the results are sufficient for promotion to 
the next class (and thus to avoid the summer school) we also 
offer the spring school. At spring school (in the May holidays) 
students work on one or two subjects in order to get a good 
final result in the last period of the school year.
NB. There is a charge for spring and summer school.
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At Maartenscollege, we create a safe, pleasant and social 
learning environment for everyone. That is why we have close 
contact with our students. We approach you in a positive, active 
and motivating way. We assume that you are also positive and 
have an active working attitude. You are on time, you have done 
your homework and organised your things.

By registering and enrolling a student at the school, the parents 
agree for their child to the arrangements and rules that apply at 
the school. In order to realise this, we have a number of house 
rules.

House rules

• We treat each other with respect. Staff among themselves, 
students among themselves and staff and students with each 
other.

• We arrive on time at our appointments and classes.
• We eat and drink in the auditorium or outside.
• We have coat racks and lockers for our coats.
• Phones are mainly a distraction during class. That is why we 

agree that they should be switched off.
• We spend a large part of the day together in and around the 

building. Together we must ensure that it remains tidy. To do 
this, we use the many bins that are available both inside and 
outside.

• The school rules are available for download at  
https://maartenscollege.nl/leerlingen/downloads/.

Digital cameras and mobile phones

Also outside the classroom, in and around the school, on 
websites and social media, we take into account the privacy 
of fellow students and staff. After all, we treat each other with 
respect. This also means that no pictures or sound recordings 
are made at school that people have not given their permission 
for.
Of course there are lessons in which the telephone can be used. 
The teacher will then give permission for this. 

Bicycle, moped and scooter  
parking area
The Maartenscollege has a guarded parking lot for parking 
bicycles, mopeds and scooters. You can also have your 
tyres inflated and/or have minor repairs carried out at the 
guardhouse.

Students of the ISG use the same parking facility as the 
students of the Dutch department: they can reach it via 
Hemmenlaan. 

5. Safe learning environment
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Smoking

The school grounds are smoke-free. More information on the 
school rules can be found on the website.

Unauthorised absence

The first 3 instances of arriving late to class are only recorded 
in the SOM. From the 4th time onwards the student has to stay 
behind on Tuesday the 8th or the 9th lesson hour. More than 30 
minutes late for a lesson without a valid reason = not admitted 
to the lesson and counts as unauthorised absence from the 
whole lesson.
Each skipped lesson is made up twice on Tuesday afternoon 
lesson 8 + 9. Each skipped hour is considered as skipping, so 
a student who for example skips a double lesson has skipped 
twice.
For unauthorised absence it does not matter if a pupil was 
late or absent for the whole lesson. We add up tardiness and 
truancy for this purpose and then apply the following set of 
consequences: 
• After 3x we call the parents,
• After 6 times the parents and the pupil are invited to a 

meeting;
• After 9 times the  student is interviewed by one of the City’s 

truancy officers;
• After 12 times the student is formally reported to the truancy 

authorities.

Class removal 

• After 3 times, an e-mail is sent to the parents.
• After 6 times, parents and student are invited for a meeting 

with the team leader and from this moment on the student 
can be suspended internally.

• After 9 times parents and pupil are invited for a meeting with 
the rector. From this moment on the pupil can be suspended 
externally.

Suspension and expulsion

A pupil can be suspended in case of (repeated) misbehaviour. 
This period of suspension may be up to one week according to 
article 13 of the Education Act.
If a pupil misbehaves (repeatedly) seriously, the rector may 
decide to expel this student permanently from school in 
accordance with Articles 14 and 15 of the Education Act 
(Inrichtingsbesluit WVO). Permanent expulsion of a student 
subject to compulsory education shall only take place after 
consultation with the inspectorate.

The monitoring room (0.69)

The monitoring room administers, among other things, 
absence, leave of absence, sickness reports and undesirable 
behaviour. This provides information about students to 
mentors, team leaders, parents and the school attendance 
officer. The policy is aimed at intervening quickly when 
necessary.

The incident room is also the place (if the mentor or a teacher 
is not available) where you can go if you feel uncomfortable or 
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unsafe. In addition, the incident room is the contact point for all 
school matters. The door is always open.

More about the monitoring room, the rules and agreements on 
absenteeism and truancy can be found on the website.

Complaints procedure

Persons involved with the school (such as (former) students, 
parents/guardians/guardians, staff members, volunteers) can 
lodge complaints about the behaviour and decisions (or lack of 
them) of the Board of Governors and all those who work in and 
for the school or are otherwise part of the school community.

Usually, complaints are settled within the school between those 
involved. In the event of a complaint, a complainant can also 
turn to the (external) confidential advisor, who can help him/
her resolve the complaint. Complaints that cannot be resolved 
between a complainant and those directly involved will be 
submitted to the team leader, in accordance with Article 2.3 of 
the Complaints Regulations.
If this first treatment does not lead to a satisfactory solution 
to the complaint either, in the complainant’s opinion, the 
complainant may turn to the rector. The rector then makes a 
decision.
In addition, the complainant can always, during the handling 
of the complaint by the school, submit his complaint to the 
Complaints Committee.
The way complaints are dealt with has been laid down in 
the Complaints Regulations of Stichting Carmelcollege. The 
complaints regulations can be requested from the school 
management.

 > The postal address of the Complaints Committee Stichting 
Carmelcollege is: Postbus 864, 7550 AW Hengelo.

Locker control

For everyone’s safety, Maartenscollege reserves the right to 
check students and student lockers for alcohol, drugs, weapons 
and fireworks.
Leerlingen hebben op het Maartenscollege zowel rechten als 
plichten. Je hebt bijvoorbeeld recht op goed onderwijs en de 
plicht naar school te komen als je les hebt. Op dit soort rechten 
en plichten kunnen we elkaar aanspreken.

Leerlingenstatuut

De school heeft een leerlingenstatuut. Hierin staan de rechten 
en plichten van leerlingen en medewerkers. Je leest daarin 
onder andere dat je het recht hebt om in vrijheid je mening te 
uiten (natuurlijk zonder anderen te beledigen), om de kleding te 
dragen die jij wilt, om met andere leerlingen een schoolkrant uit 
te geven en in vrijheid de inhoud daarvan te bepalen. Leerlingen 
hebben het recht met elkaar te vergaderen over zaken die de 
school aangaan en daarbij gebruik te maken van faciliteiten van 
de school. Leerlingen hebben er ook recht op dat docenten zich 
inspannen om behoorlijk onderwijs te geven. Dit zijn slechts 
een paar voorbeelden. Het volledige leerlingenstatuut is te 
vinden op onze interne website.
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Students at Maartenscollege have both rights and obligations. 
For example, you have the right to good education and the duty 
to come to school when you have lessons. We can call each 
other to account for these rights and obligations.

Student Statute

The school has a student statute. It sets out the rights and 
obligations of students and staff. Among other things, it states 
that you have the right to freely express your opinion (without 
offending others, of course), to wear the clothes you want, to 
publish a school newspaper with other students and to freely 
determine its content. Students have the right to meet with 
each other on matters concerning the school and to make use 
of school facilities. Students also have the right to expect that 
teachers will make an effort to teach properly. These are just a 
few examples. The complete student charter can be found on 
our internal website.

Student Council

The Student Council consists of a number of students from all 
grade levels who represent the interests of the students. The 
council is also elected by the students. In practice, the Student 
Council assists with the recruitment and assessment of new 
employees, handles complaints from students and critically 
examines and comments on school matters that concern them.

 > The Student Council can be reached at  
lera@maartens.nl

 >

6. Rights and obligations  
of students

mailto:lera@maartens.nl?subject=
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The Maartenscollege sees the school and parents as partners 
with the same goal: to contribute as much as possible to the 
development of the student. We work with a number of forms 
of parental participation and co-determination: the sounding 
board group and the Participation Council.

Sounding board group

Each education team has a parent support group, which meets 
several times a school year in the presence of the team leader. 
During these meetings, matters directly related to education are 
discussed. 

Provision of information to divorced 
parents

Divorced parents are both entitled to the same information 
about their underage children. This is only different if a court 
order can be shown in which the right to information is limited, 
information is also not given to the other parent or giving 
information is not in the child’s interest.

 > More information can be found on our internal  
website under ‘Parents’.

Requesting leave 

To apply for leave outside the school holidays, you must submit 
an application to the team leader eight weeks before the leave. 

Department Team leader Contact details

Havo 4, 5 Jan Willem Lentelink j.lentelink@maartens.nl

Vwo 5, 6 Bouko Tiggelaar b.tiggelaar@maartens.nl

Havo/vwo 1 t/3 and vwo 4 Lydi Tillema l.tillema@maartens.nl

Mavo/havo 1 to 3  
and mavo 4

Senta Schuurman s.schuurman@maartens.nl

An application form can be downloaded from the website.
1.   You must submit this form to the team leader eight weeks 

prior to the application;
2.   If ten school days are exceeded (at one time or in one 

school year), the team leader will contact the school 
attendance officer and forward your request;

3.   The team leader or the school attendance officer will make 
a written decision on your application within eight weeks.

Religious obligations
You do not need to apply to fulfil religious obligations, you are 
entitled to do so. You must inform the director two working 
days before the religious obligation. 

7. Working with parents
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Free teaching materials

The school receives a government reimbursement for 
textbooks and teaching materials necessary for the educational 
programme.
By educational material we mean:
• theory books, workbooks, project and table books;
• The school’s own learning materials, accompanying CDs and/

or DVDs that a pupil requires in that particular year;
• digital learning materials;
• distribution costs; and
• consumables for a number of subjects such as drawing 

paper, paint, wood and metal. 

We ask you to purchase some teaching materials yourself. This 
can sometimes be done at school, or with our distributor, but 
also at a (web) shop of your choice or by borrowing books from 
the library.

Voluntary parental contribution

Our school does not receive any money from the Ministry 
for extra activities and facilities that fall outside the normal 
curriculum, but which we consider important for the students, 
the education and the school. In order to be able to offer 
activities and facilities nevertheless, the school asks parents/
guardians for a voluntary contribution. With this we can pay for 
atlases, dictionaries, tools and the like. Furthermore, through 

the voluntary parental contribution we ask for a contribution 
to the costs that the school makes for things such as locker 
hire, excursions and trips abroad. Parents/carers always have 
the option to contribute only to certain facilities/activities. If 
parents do not contribute to the voluntary parental contribution, 
a child is not excluded from participating in activities or 
facilities. Students who cannot afford the costs of a trip abroad, 
for example, will still go on the trip. It is important to know, 
however, that expensive activities such as trips abroad can only 
take place if more than 90% of the parents pay the necessary 
contribution. In short, the parental contribution is voluntary but 
also necessary. Thank you in advance!

Additional parental contribution 
bilingual education
The TTO contribution of € 375,- per school year is mainly paid 
for more training costs for teachers: international training 
sessions of the International Baccalaureate Organisation which 
every teacher is obliged to attend and English language training 
for teachers. There are also more internal training meetings for 
which teachers need to be facilitated. In a number of cases we 
also make use of (near) native English speakers. In addition, 
the school incurs additional costs for being a member of the IB 
World Schools network, the Nuffic TTO schools network, and 
the IB student information system ManageBac.

8. Finance
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Contribution to costs 
of the parental contribution
The starting point is that the financial capacity of the parents 
must not be an obstacle to the child following an education that 
we offer. 

The voluntary parental contribution and TTO contribution can 
always be paid in instalments.

If the contribution is too high for your means, it can be reduced 
or even waived. We do not exclude anyone. However, it is still 
necessary that trips abroad, for example, can only take place 
if more than 90% pay the contribution. So far, this has been 
successful! If at any point we are no longer able to do so, we will 
not go. We go together, or we don’t go. The parents who have 
paid will of course get their contributions refunded should any 
activity need to be cancelled.

We will always come to an agreement that suits the situation, 
including a waiver of parts of the parental contribution or even 
the entire parental contribution if the situation requires it.

Digital invoicing

Stichting Carmelcollege uses WIS Collect to collect the parental 
contribution. When the overview of school fees is ready, 
parents receive an e-mail containing a link to the WIS Collect 
web address. When logged in, parents can select the activity or 
service to which they wish to contribute. They can then choose 
from three payment methods (via iDEAL, via invoice or via 
direct debit). In case of a direct debit, you can choose to pay in 
instalments. Wis Collect is also used for refunds.

Insurance

The Board of Stichting Carmelcollege has taken out school 
accident insurance for the students of its schools. The insurance 
only covers accidents that occur during school hours or during 
school activities.
This includes internships and sports competitions and during 
the direct journey from home to school and vice versa and/or 
the place where the activities or work take place. This insurance 
is supplementary, i.e. one must first appeal to one’s own 
(health) insurance.

An overview of the special accident insurance conditions and 
the insured amounts is available at the school or from the 
Executive Office of Stichting Carmelcollege (telephone number 
074-245 55 55).
A payment from the school accident insurance does not 
constitute recognition of legal liability. With regard to third-party 
insurance, we refer to ‘Damage caused to third parties’.
The accident insurance has been extended to include 
continuous travel insurance. It is in force during all trips, camps 
and excursions organised by or under the auspices of the 
school.

Damage caused to third parties

Stichting Carmelcollege may be held liable for damages suffered 
by third parties. The Foundation has insured itself and the 
school’s staff against this risk by means of third-party liability 
insurance. Liability insurance is subject to an excess, but this 
does not mean that all damage suffered will be compensated or 
that liability will be accepted in all cases. Each case is assessed 
individually.
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In order for liability to be acknowledged, it must be established 
that the board, the school management, a teacher or other 
employee can be blamed for negligence (Article 6:162 and 
Article 6:163 of the Civil Code), because they failed to provide 
adequate supervision. The person who holds the board and/
or its employee(s) liable must prove that there was insufficient 
supervision and therefore negligence.

The Education Total Policy taken out by Stichting Carmelcollege 
does not cover claims for damage caused with or by a motor 
vehicle within the meaning of the Dutch Motor Vehicle Liability 
Act (WAM).

Loss, theft and destruction

Stichting Carmelcollege does not have insurance for students 
against loss, theft or destruction of student property. Students 
should therefore store their belongings as securely as 
possible and preferably label them with their name or another 
identification mark. This applies in particular to bicycles, 
mopeds and scooters. These should be locked up properly and 
stored in the appropriate areas.
According to the law (art. 6:169 BW) parents are liable for 
damage caused by children younger than fourteen. If a child is 
older than 14, but younger than 16, parents can, under certain 
circumstances, evade their liability. They must then prove that 
they cannot be blamed for their child’s behaviour, for example 
because they could not have prevented that behaviour. Children 
from the age of 16 can be held responsible for their own actions.

In principle, Stichting Carmelcollege compensates the student’s 
parents for any damage to grounds, buildings or equipment. 
For this reason, it is important that parents, guardians or adult 
students take out proper third-party insurance. The adult pupil 

is of course himself liable for any damage he causes.
If a group of schoolchildren is guilty of causing damage, each 
member of this group can be held liable for the damage caused, 
regardless of whether he actually caused the damage.
He is liable for the total amount and must then address himself 
to the persons jointly responsible for the damage.

Sponsorship

Stichting Carmelcollege adheres to the national ‘Covenant: 
Primary and secondary schools and sponsorship’ 2015-2018.
According to the Covenant, sponsorship must, among other 
things, be in keeping with good taste and decency. It must also 
be compatible with the educational task and objective of the 
school. Furthermore, it may not affect the educational content 
and/or continuity of education. The complete covenant can be 
found on the internal website under ‘rules/ sponsoring’.
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At Maartens we work together: parents, students, teachers, 
support staff and school management. Each from their own 
role. All parties come together in our Participation Council. 
Through the MR, students, parents and staff have a say in the 
Board’s policy. The rector consults with the MR on behalf of 
the school management. The rules of play are laid down in the 
School Participation Act (WMS). The MR can also put policy 
matters on the agenda itself and bring them to the attention of 
the school management.

At Maartenscollege, the MR consists of six employees, three 
parents and three students.

Due to maternity leave and interim team leadership, interim 
vacancies have arisen in the staff committee, one of which is 
still open at the time of writing.

MR membership list 2021-2022

Staff
Wilma Tijdeman (Secretary)
Ineke v/d Berg
Caroline Bennett (Chair)
Renger Sissing
Marcel Nieuwhof
Bert Mul

Parents
Renate Coumou
Mathijs van der Zwet
Jaan Kets

Students
Puck Meulenbeld
Rixt Galama
Duncan van Eijsden

 > The MR can be reached at  
mr@maartens.nl

 > You can f ind more information from the participation council  
on our internal website under “Education”.

9. Participation Council (MR)

mailto:mr@maartens.nl?subject=
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10. Overview of employees 

Voornaam Tussenv. Achternaam Function E-mail

Janine Agterberg Economics teacher j.agterberg@maartens.nl

Floor van den Akker Dutch teacher f.vandenakker@maartens.nl

Maaike Baert Dutch teacher m.baert@maartens.nl

Sandra Heerkes Visual Arts Teacher and CKV / Pupil coach s.heerkes@maartens.nl

Caroline Bennett English LA / EAL teacher / Careers counsellor MYP c.bennett@maartens.nl

Ineke van den Berg History teacher i.vandenberg@maartens.nl

Rudy Berg TOA r.berg@maartens.nl

Kim Bergman English teacher / Extended essay coordinator k.bergman@maartens.nl                                                                              

Liesbeth Betten Music teacher l.betten@maartens.nl                                                                               

Esther Boelens Service point assistant e.boelens@maartens.nl                                                                              

Warmold de Boer Visual Arts teacher w.deboer@maartens.nl                                                                               

Wendy de Boer Science and Biology teacher /  
Environmental Systems and Societies

we.deboer@maartens.nl                                                                              

Fina Booij Administration r.booij@maartens.nl                                                                                

Miho Bulder Supply teacher m.bulder@maartens.nl                                                                               

Maaike Buls Quality assurance officer m.buls@maartens.nl

Anja Bulthuis Visual Arts Teacher a.bulthuis@maartens.nl                                                                             

Kelly Burwood English teacher k.burwood@maartens.nl                                                                              
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Voornaam Tussenv. Achternaam Function E-mail

Paul Cloo Physics teacher p.cloo@maartens.nl                                                                                 

Marisa Cortes Moreno Music teacher m.cortesmoreno@maartens.nl                                                                         

Cristina Cosentino Maths teacher c.cosentino@maartens.nl                                                                            

Lotte Cruiming English teacher l.cruiming@maartens.nl                                                                             

Anna Damstra Visual Arts Teacher a.damstra@maartens.nl                                                                              

Yuri van Dinteren Physics teacher y.vandinteren@maartens.nl

Wendy van Dijken Dutch teacher / Dean of senior secondary schools w.vandijken@maartens.nl                                                                            

Carolien van den Dries Lecturer in Design Technology c.vandendries@maartens.nl                                                                          

Ingrid Duiveman Team leader housing, facilities and ICT i.duiveman@maartens.nl                                                                             

Gerald van Es Economics teacher g.vanes@maartens.nl                                                                                

Noelia Etchevest Maths and physics teacher

Lorraine Evans English teacher l.evans@maartens.nl                                                                                

Dienke Evenhuis Support d.evenhuis@maartens.nl                                                                             

Wim van Everdink Biology teacher w.vaneverdink@maartens.nl                                                                          

Sako Gatsjatrjan Physical education teacher s.gatsjatrjan@maartens.nl                                                                          

Stan Geerdink Dutch teacher s.geerdink@maartens.nl                                                                             

Lotta Giles Teacher of Design l.giles@maartens.nl                                                                                

Wiebe Kees Goodijk Maths teacher / Careers cousnellor DP w.goodijk@maartens.nl                                                                              

Tonke Groot English teacher t.groot@maartens.nl                                                                                

Guido Guds Concierge g.guds@maartens.nl                                                                                 

Alex Gunnink Employee ICT a.gunnink@maartens.nl                                                                              

Marieke Haak m.haak@maartens.nl                                                                                 

Bert Hagenauw Employee ICT b.hagenauw@maartens.nl                                                                             

Anke Halsema Classics teacher a.halsema@maartens.nl                                                                              
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Voornaam Tussenv. Achternaam Function E-mail

Louis Hanson English teacher l.hanson@maartens.nl                                                                               

Simone Hartholt Team leader ISG MYP / MYP Coordinator ISG and MCH s.hartholt@maartens.nl                                                                             

Annette van der Heijde Mathematics teacher a.vanderwal@maartens.nl                                                                            

Truus Heijne English teacher t.heijne@maartens.nl                                                                               

Jitske Hendriks Physical education teacher j.hendriks@maartens.nl                                                                             

Charlotte Howard School Secretary ISG c.howard@maartens.nl                                                                               

Reina Huisman Mathematics teacher r.huisman@maartens.nl                                                                              

Silja Huisman Drama teacher s.huisman@maartens.nl                                                                              

Jona Huizing Visual Arts Teacher j.huizing@maartens.nl                                                                              

Rikste Hummel Mathematics teacher / Dean of secondary schools r.hummel@maartens.nl                                                                               

Vicky Ingram Visual arts teacher / DP CAS coordinator v.ingram@maartens.nl                                                                               

Ymke Janse Teacher of biology and science y.janse@maartens.nl                                                                                

Joke Jansma DP Coordinator j.jansma@maartens.nl                                                                               

Willem de Jongh Employee ICT w.dejongh@maartens.nl                                                                              

Marieke Jonker Dutch teacher m.jonker@maartens.nl                                                                               

Ilja Kamies Geography teacher / Support coordinator i.kamies@maartens.nl                                                                               

Karel Karsten Economics teacher / Coordinator Mavo 4 / Dean Mavo 4 k.karsten@maartens.nl                                                                              

Mariëlle Keijer Chemistry teacher m.keijer@maartens.nl                                                                               

Maarten van Koeverden TOA m.vankoeverden@maartens.nl                                                                         

Nanda Koops Lecturer in Physics, Chemistrics and Chemistry n.koops@maartens.nl                                                                                

Jeroen Korpershoek Absence coordinator j.korpershoek@maartens.nl                                                                          

Maria Krawinkel Teacher of German m.krawinkel@maartens.nl                                                                            

Sabine Kuhl Teacher of German s.kuhl@maartens.nl                                                                                 

Marion Kuijper History teacher m.kuijper@maartens.nl                                                                              
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Voornaam Tussenv. Achternaam Function E-mail

Joost Laan Teacher (business) economics j.laan@maartens.nl                                                                                 

Sterre van der Laan English teacher s.vanderlaan@maartens.nl                                                                           

Jelke Landman Teaching assistant j.landman@maartens.nl

Mirjam Langley Science teacher / SEN coordinator m.langley@maartens.nl                                                                              

Anita Lekkerkerker French teacher a.lekkerkerker@maartens.nl                                                                         

Jan Willem Lentelink Teacher of Philosophy & Social Studies j.lentelink@maartens.nl                                                                            

Wouter Levinga Teacher of Philosophy & Social Studies w.levinga@maartens.nl                                                                              

Karen Lewis Physics teacher k.lewis@maartens.nl                                                                                

Cor Linstra ICT coordinator c.linstra@maartens.nl                                                                              

Fros van der Maden Dutch teacher f.vandermaden@maartens.nl                                                                          

Marga Mak Volunteer service point m.mak@maartens.nl

Henk Meijer Team leader Havo 4, Havo 5 and Vwo 5/6 h.meijer@maartens.nl                                                                               

Rik Meinds Physical education teacher r.meinds@maartens.nl                                                                               

Bert Meinema PHE / CP teacher b.meinema@maartens.nl                                                                              

Julia Miedema History teacher j.miedema@maartens.nl                                                                              

Marcha Mijnheer French teacher m.mijnheer@maartens.nl                                                                             

Steph Morand French teacher s.morand@maartens.nl                                                                               

Bert Mul Geography teacher b.mul@maartens.nl                                                                                  

Stephan Mulder Teacher of German s.mulder@maartens.nl                                                                               

Bianca Muntinga Dutch teacher b.muntinga@maartens.nl                                                                             

Willem Nanning Teacher of Viasual Arts, Culture and Arts, KUA and bevo w.nanning@maartens.nl                                                                              

Natsha van Nielen Dutch teacher n.vannielen@maartens.nl                                                                            

Marcel Nieuwhof Geography teacher m.nieuwhof@maartens.nl                                                                             

Marjolein Oudega Dutch teacher m.oudega@maartens.nl
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Voornaam Tussenv. Achternaam Function E-mail

Mathijs van Os PR Officer m.vanos@maartens.nl                                                                                

Harriet Pater Rostermaker h.pater@maartens.nl                                                                                

Rita Pestman French teacher r.pestman@maartens.nl                                                                              

Regina Prins Mathematics teacher r.prins@maartens.nl                                                                                

Alien de Raaf Financial administration a.deraaf@maartens.nl                                                                               

José Reitsema Executive Secretary / Human Resources Officer j.reitsema@maartens.nl                                                                             

Thérèse Reversma Science teacher t.reversma@maartens.nl                                                                             

Laura Rietveld Classics teacher l.rietveld@maartens.nl                                                                             

Sannie Rietveld Learning Support Teacher s.rietveld@maartens.nl                                                                             

Jan Roelofsen Geography teacher j.roelofsen@maartens.nl                                                                            

Vicky Rogers Biology teacher v.rogers@maartens.nl                                                                               

Roel Scheepens Rector r.scheepens@maartens.nl                                                                            

Jeroen Schouten Physical education teacher j.schouten@maartens.nl                                                                             

Tom Schuringa Humanities / History teacher t.schuringa@maartens.nl                                                                            

Senta Schuurman Team leader TTO mavo-havo 1, MYP-NL 2 & 3 and Mavo 4 s.schuurman@maartens.nl                                                                            

Hannah Sietzema Librarian h.sietzema@maartens.nl                                                                             

Florence Sinyei Humanities teacher f.sinyei@maartens.nl                                                                               

Renger Sissing TOA r.sissing@maartens.nl                                                                              

Vincent van der Spek Teacher of biology, physics and NLT

Frans Stelling Concierge f.stelling@maartens.nl                                                                             

Derek Strothmann English teacher d.strothmann@maartens.nl                                                                           

Erwin Ten Meer Chemistry teacher e.tenmeer@maartens.nl                                                                              

Ronald Tieben English teacher r.tieben@maartens.nl                                                                               

Bouko Tiggelaar Teacher (business) economics b.tiggelaar@maartens.nl                                                                            
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Voornaam Tussenv. Achternaam Function E-mail

Wilma Tijdeman Biology teacher w.tijdeman@maartens.nl                                                                             

Lydi Tillema Team leader TTO havo-vwo 1 to 4 and vwo 4 l.tillema@maartens.nl                                                                              

Annet Timmerman Teacher of German / Examination secretary a.timmerman@maartens.nl                                                                            

Geert Topelen Mathematics teacher g.topelen@maartens.nl                                                                              

Wim Veenker SOMToday application manager w.veenker@carmelemmen.nl                                                                           

Brechtje Veenstra Physics teacher b.veenstra@maartens.nl                                                                             

Darinka Verschoor Support coordinator / Teacher of physical education d.verschoor@maartens.nl                                                                            

Monique Viel Teacher (business) economics m.viel@maartens.nl                                                                                 

Ineke de Vries Teacher of Philosophy & Social Studies i.devries@maartens.nl                                                                              

Elaine de Vries Maths teacher e.devries@maartens.nl                                                                              

Marein Weijs Teacher of Philosophy & Social Studies m.weijs@maartens.nl                                                                                

Sam Werkenhoven Concierge s.werkenhoven@maartens.nl

Mike Weston Head of International School Groningen m.weston@maartens.nl                                                                               

Jan Wicher Wildeboer Mathematics teacher j.wildeboer@maartens.nl                                                                            

Raoul Wilson Dutch teacher r.wilson@maartens.nl                                                                               

Deborah Ypma Dutch teacher d.ypma@maartens.nl                                                                                 

Roselinde Zanen Teacher of biology and science r.zanen@maartens.nl
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11. Address and bank details
Maartenscollege 
Visiting address 
Hemmenlaan 2
9751 NS Haren (hoofdingang)

T 050 - 537 52 00
info@maartens.nl 
www.maartenscollege.nl

International School (ISG)
Visiting address
Hemmenlaan 2
9751 NS Haren (ingang bouwdeel West)

T 050 - 534 00 84
info@isgroningen.nl 
www.isgroningen.nl

Postal address Maartenscollege and ISG
Postbus 6105
9702 HC Groningen

Bank account general
NL49RABO0154501840 

Bank account parental contribution 
NL10RABO0126180482 

BIC
RABONL2U

Carmel College Foundation
Maartenscollege is one of the twelve 
institutions that fall under Stichting 
Carmelcollege. This foundation is 
established in Hengelo.
The management of Stichting 
Carmelcollege is carried out by a Board 
of Governors consisting of:
Ms K. van Oort MSM, Chairman
Mr. F.H. Mobach, member

Postal address
Carmel College Foundation 
PO Box 864, 7550 AW Hengelo

Management Board
Drienerparkweg 16
7552 EB Hengelo

T 074 - 245 55 55
F 074 - 243 02 44
info@carmel.nl

mailto:info%40maartens.nl?subject=
http://www.maartenscollege.nl
mailto:info%40isgroningen.nl?subject=
http://www.isgroningen.nl
mailto:info@carmel.nl?subject=
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